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Abstract
A method for detecting gravitational memory is proposed. It makes use of
ingoing null geodesics instead of timelike geodesics in the original formulation by
Christodoulou. It is argued that the method is applicable in the bulk of a space-
time. In addition, it is shown that BMS symmetry generators in Newman-Unti
gauge have an interpretation in terms of the memory effect. This generalises the
connection between BMS supertranslations and gravitational memory, discovered
by Strominger and Zhiboedov at null infinity, to the bulk.
1 Introduction
In General Relativity, there exists the gravitational memory effect, which was discov-
ered by Zel’dovich and Polnarev [1], then studied by Braginsky and Thorne [2, 3] in
the linearised theory, and at null infinity by Christodoulou in the nonlinear theory in
[4]. It is a statement about how the relative distance between geodesics permanently
changes after the passing of a burst of radiation.
This effect is conceptually nontrivial in the following sense. Usually, one imagines
that a ring of test particles subject to a gravitational plane wave oscillates in the + or ×
polarisation directions, and then returns to its initial state. The gravitational memory
effect states that this is not true; the relative distance between test particles of the ring
is permanently changed after the passing of the wave. The effect is often referred to as
the Christodoulou memory effect, because Christoudoulou made the observation1 that
gravitational backreaction in the linearised theory cannot be ignored.
Christodoulou formulated the memory effect at null infinity with the help of test
particles on timelike geodesics that are initially at rest. This formulation relies on
the fact that it is possible at null infinity to define a good notion of “test particles
initially at rest”. In this note, we shall be interested in formulating the memory effect
elsewhere2 in the spacetime. We have in mind a gravitational wave on a black hole
background. One could try to set up a ring of timelike test particles around the black
hole, wait for the wave to pass by, and measure the relative displacements. However,
since timelike geodesics close to a black hole are gravitated inwards, it is difficult to
interpret which part of the displacement can be explained in terms of the gravitational
memory effect.
Therefore, we shall provide a different formulation of the memory effect. Instead
of timelike geodesics, we consider a pair of ingoing null geodesics. We measure the
geodesic deviation between the light rays at their affine time3 (or radius) r. At a
later time, we introduce another pair of such light rays. Comparison of the geodesic
deviation of the second pair to the first – at the affine time r – is a method for detecting
gravitational memory. The setup is sketched in Figure 1.
One advantage of this method is clear: an external observer can wait as long as he
or she wants to perform the measurement with the second pair of light rays, and still
be able to measure the permanent displacement. This is not in general possible in the
usual setup with timelike geodesics.
1Blanchet and Damour [5] independently obtained the same result.
2See [6] for a geometric approach that goes beyond the weak-field analysis. See [7, 8] for statements
about the memory effect in black hole spacetimes.
3The affine parametrisation of the geodesics has to be chosen in a suitable manner, which will be
explained later.
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Figure 1: A gravitational wave travels towards a (dynamical) black hole horizonH. The
passing of the wave changes the geodesic deviation ηa of a (specific) pair of ingoing
null geodesics. This geodesic deviation is compared at two different values of v, as a
way of detecting gravitational memory in the bulk of the spacetime.
Now, we come to the second point of this note. In [9] it was observed that the
gravitational memory effect is related to the subject of BMS symmetries4 at null infinity.
The relation is that a change of the relative displacement between geodesics due to a
burst of radiation can be understood as the action of a supertranslation. In the present
note, we shall observe that our formulation of the gravitational memory effect in the
bulk can be understood in terms of the action of BMS supertranslations in Newman-
Unti gauge [10]. This generalises the connection [9] between BMS supertranslations
and gravitational memory to the bulk of the spacetime.
The organisation of this note is as follows. In section 2 we review null geodesic
generators of null hypersurfaces. In section 3 we provide a new formulation of the
memory effect in terms of null geodesics. In section 4 we discuss the memory effect in
relation to BMS symmetries.
2 Null geodesics
In this section we show how, starting from a null geodesic generator na of a null
hypersurface Σv, it is possible to construct neighbouring geodesics. In the remainder
of this note we shall frequently consider the geodesic deviation between the original
null geodesic na and its deformation.
4These were defined in [10, 11]. See [12, 13] for a review.
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Consider a spacetimeM with metric gab. Denote by x
a(τ) a path inM parametrised
by τ . Then xa(τ) is a geodesic when
∂H
∂pa
= x˙a and
∂H
∂xa
= −p˙a,
where
H =
1
2
gab(x)papb.
That is,
x˙a = gabpb, (1)
p˙a = −
1
2
(∂ag
bc)pbpc. (2)
Consider now a foliation of the spacetime in terms of null hypersurfaces Σv, labelled
by the parameter v. Denote by na := −∂av the null geodesic generators of Σv. Denote
by r an affine parameter for the geodesics generated by na, and lastly, let xA be angular
coordinates such that the null geodesics are lines at constant angle: Lnx
A = 0. In these
coordinates5 it holds true that
grv = 1 and gvv = gvA = 0.
One may then verify that for τ = r and for a small function f = f(v, xA), an O(f 2)
solution to the equations (1) and (2) is given by
xa =
∫ r
gabpb + z
a,
pa = na − ∂af.
(3)
Here za = za(v, xA).
Notice that f = 0 yields a geodesic generated by na. The function za determines
the ingoing location of the geodesic. The linearised solution (3) thus tells us that,
starting from a geodesic generated by na, we may generate a family of geodesics in
its neighbourhood by small deformations f . The geodesics (3) are null and affinely
parametrised by r.
Geodesic deviation
Consider a geodesic xa(r) of the type (3) and a geodesic xa
0
(r) generated by the vector
na. The latter is a geodesic of the type (3) where f = 0. A deviation vector between
5Newman-Unti coordinates [10] are examples of such coordinates.
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these geodesics is given by
ηa(r) := xa(r)− xa
0
(r). (4)
This quantity (depicted in Figure 2) shall play a central role in the remainder of this
note. Notice, however, that ηa is not yet well-defined. Namely, the right hand side
of (4) depends on the choice of the affine parameter r. We shall fix this ambiguity in
section 3.
Notice also that a generator naf of the null geodesic x
a(r) can be constructed from
na in the following way:
naf = n
a + Lηn
a,
where Lη denotes the Lie derivative with respect to η.
da
∞ r
ηa(r)
xa
0
(r)
xa(r)
Figure 2: A light ray generated by na and a deformed light ray generated by naf . The
geodesic deviation between the two light rays at affine time r is denoted by ηa(r).
3 Gravitational memory
The geodesic deviation (4) between a light ray generated by na and its deformation by
the function f can be used to detect gravitational memory at all values of the affine
parameter r. The idea is to compare the geodesic deviation ηa(r) at different values of
v, which we denote by v and v′.
However, for a comparison of ηa(r) at different values of v to make sense in the
context of quantifying the memory effect, we must impose further restrictions on the
choice of the coordinates (v, r, xA) and the choices of f and za. We require the following.
(i) The coordinates (v, r, xA) are Newman-Unti coordinates [10]. Newman-Unti co-
ordinates are of the type (v, r, xA) above, where in addition the metric satisfies
the following conditions.
ds2 = W dv2 + 2dv dr + gAB( dx
A − V A dv)( dxB − V B dv), (5)
4
where
W = −1 +O(r−1),
V A = O(r−2),
and
gAB = r
2γAB + rCAB +O(1).
Furthermore, CAB is traceless with respect to the round metric γAB,
γABCAB = 0.
In our notation, capital indices are raised with the metric gAB, except for the
indices of γAB and CAB, which are raised and lowered with the metric γAB.
(ii) The functions f and ingoing locations za are independent of v.
There is a physical motivation for choosing Newman-Unti coordinates. Namely,
they have the property that at a large constant radius r = r0, the worldlines (v, r0, x
A
0
)
at fixed angles xA
0
are approximately inertial observers. This means that – together
with condition (ii) – the setup can be understood as an approximately inertial observer
at past null infinity who shoots at two different times “the same” pair of light rays into
the spacetime. The quantity ηa can then be compared at the two different values of v
by a second observer in the bulk.
Assuming the requirements (i) and (ii), the quantity
∆ηa := ηa|v′ − η
a|v, (6)
is now well-defined at every value of r. We argue that this choice of ∆ηa quantifies the
memory effect in the bulk of a spacetime.
3.1 Memory at null infinity
In order to verify that (6) is a formulation of the memory effect, we must show that
the known literature about the memory effect at null infinity is correctly reproduced
in this formulation.
The memory effect was formulated by Christodoulou in [4] in terms of a permanent
relative displacement ∆xA between timelike geodesics that are initially at rest. At null
5
infinity (in 3 + 1 dimensions), this displacement may be expressed as6 [4]
∆xA = −
(δx0)
B
2r
∆CAB . (7)
Here (δx0)
A denotes the initial relative separation between the timelike geodesics and
∆CAB denotes the difference
7 of the asymptotic shear at two different values of v.
Our goal is now to show that our formulation yields the same result. Towards this
end, consider the geodesic deviation (4) with the same choice of zA for both geodesics.
Then the asymptotic expansion of the angular components of ηa is given by8
ηA =
(
1
r
γAB −
1
2r2
CAB +O(r−3)
)
∂Bf. (8)
Next, note that the leading order deviation is
dA :=
1
r
γAB∂Bf. (9)
Therefore, we may express the change (6) in the geodesic deviation (8) as
∆ηA = −
dB
2r
∆CAB +O(r
−3). (10)
Equation (10) is the same as (7). This shows that our proposal captures the memory
effect at null infinity.
3.2 Memory in the bulk
Here, we quantify the memory of an accreting black hole. The purpose of this is to
illustrate that our method is applicable in the bulk of a spacetime.
We consider a Schwarzschild black hole subject to an ingoing shell of null matter,
given by the metric g = g0 + h. Here g0 denotes the Schwarzschild metric
ds2
0
= −
(
1−
2m
r
)
dv2 + 2dv dr + r2γAB dx
A dxB,
6Equation (7) is obtained by integrating twice the geodesic deviation equation between neighbour-
ing timelike geodesics at subleading order in r.
7An ingoing flux of radiation is equivalent to the non-vanishing of the Bondi news defined by
NAB := ∂vCAB .
8This follows from integrating
gAB =
1
r2
γAB −
1
r3
CAB +O(r−4).
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and h is a perturbation that describes the shell of matter, given by [8]
hAB = θ(v − v0)rCAB,
where
CAB = −2
(
◦
DA
◦
DBC −
1
2
γAB
◦
D2C
)
.
Here
◦
D denotes the covariant derivative with respect to γAB and θ denotes the Heaviside
step function. The remaining components9 of h are given by hvr = hrA = 0, (11) and
(12). The linearised solution h is constructed so that, before and after v0, the metric
is diffeomorphic to the Schwarzschild geometry with masses m and m+ µ respectively.
The setup is depicted in Figure 3.
One may compute that for v > v0,
ηA =
(
1
r
γAB −
1
2r2
CAB
)
∂Bf. (13)
And for v < v0, η
A is given by (13) with CAB = 0. Consider then the change
∆ηA = −
1
2r2
∆CAB∂Bf. (14)
The deviation ∆ηA quantifies the displacement memory effect in the bulk10. Namely,
it11 is defined for all values of r and it vanishes12 when v and v′ are taken both before
or both after the incoming shell.
Note that in general, in addition to ∆ηA, one may also consider the deviation ∆ηr
in the longitudinal direction.
9The remaining components of the perturbed metric hab are given by
hvv = θ(v − v0)
(
2µ
r
−
m
◦
D2C
r2
)
, (11)
hvA = θ(v − v0)∂A
[(
1−
2m
r
+
1
2
◦
D2
)
C
]
. (12)
10A similar statement was made in [8], although without the interpretation provided in the present
paper.
11The apparent discrepancy between the asymptotic behaviour of (10) and (14) is due to (9).
12This would not be true without the conditions (i) and (ii) in the beginning of this section.
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Figure 3: A black hole subject to a shell of null matter entering the spacetime at v = v0.
The geodesic deviation between a pair of light rays before v0 and “the same” pair of
light rays after v0 may be compared as a way of detecting gravitational memory in the
exterior of the black hole. Here “the same” is given a meaning by the conditions (i)
and (ii) in the beginning of this section.
4 BMS symmetries
Generators of BMS symmetries13 are vector fields that preserve the asymptotically flat
boundary conditions at null infinity. A connection between the gravitational memory
effect and BMS generators at null infinity was discovered in [9]. The relation is that a
change in the deviation between geodesics may be understood as the action of a BMS
supertranslation. Here we show that the formulation of the gravitational memory effect
proposed in section 3 generalises this connection to the bulk of a spacetime.
Usually, BMS symmetries are only considered in the asymptotic region. Their
action in the bulk is considered arbitrary and therefore physically irrelevant. However,
when a gauge such as Bondi or Newman-Unti gauge has been fixed, BMS generators
have a unique extension into the bulk.
We consider BMS generators in Newman-Unti gauge [10, 17] and observe that they
are given by the geodesic deviation vector (4), where xa
0
(r) is a geodesic of the type (3)
13The original references are [11, 14, 15]. See [16, 13, 12] for reviews.
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where f = 0 and za = za
0
, and xa(r) is a geodesic of the type (3) where
f = T (xA) +
1
2
v
◦
DAY
A,
zv = f + zv
0
,
zr =
1
2
◦
∆f + zr
0
,
zA = Y A + zA
0
.
(15)
Here T is a function depending only on xA, referred to as a supertranslation, and
Y A is a conformal Killing vector of γAB, referred to as a superrotation. The operator
◦
∆ :=
◦
DA
◦
DA is the spherical Laplacian. This observation tells14 us that, in Newman-
Unti gauge, BMS vector fields are themselves the geodesic deviation between a light
ray generated by na and a light ray generated by a BMS deformation of na. Upon
closer inspection of (15), the bulk memory in (6) may be understood as the action
of a supertranslation. This extends the connection between supertranslations and
gravitational memory [9] to the bulk.
BMS generators in Bondi gauge [13], where the affine radial coordinate is replaced
by the luminosity or areal distance, are not related to the gravitational memory effect
in this way15.
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